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Concerning behavior matters: With Campus Counts by Pave Systems Inc., 

you have unlimited possibilities for tracking and reporting on concerning behaviors and problem 

students.  With all the social pressure and community problems facing school administrators and 

teachers today, Campus Counts, as a fundamental part of your reporting and documentation process 

can help identify behavior problems, and suggest a standard set of responses.   

 

 Track reports of bullying and other harassment.  Both staff observations and victim reports 

can be entered and tracked.  A perpetrating student can be attached to the report and automatic 

suggestions can be given to the reporting teacher.  For example, the system might prompt a 

teacher to pull the offending student aside, work with the bullying student to create a behavior 

plan, send a contact email to a parent, or notify a guidance counselor. 

 

 Indicate concerns about a student’s health.  Teachers who notice two or more instances of 

an absence may log an event-note in the student’s Campus Counts history page.  The teacher 

may be able to add notes about a student’s appearance or demeanor (noting strange marks or 

statements made by the student).  Suggestions given by the system to the teacher might prompt 

the teacher to interview the student (and record the interview with the iPad’s microphone).  

You can upload images, recordings and scan documents as part of a complete case 

management file for the student. Teachers can classify the health concern into one of several 

different categories (preventative, injury, mental health, concern) each of which can auto-

generate messages to a guidance counselor or assistant principal. 

 

 Keep notes and observations. Since each student has a unique STUDENT VIEW page in the 

Campus Counts system, teacher, guidance counselor, or administrator can enter observations 

and concerns at any time on any student. The system’s permission levels control which kind of 

staff member can view certain suggested actions or case notes.  You control and set access 

levels ensuring only those with educational need to know will have access to the information. 

 

 Monitor Social Network Activity. Social networks like Facebook and Twitter are a hub for 

harassment and threats.  As you hear reports of worrisome actions by your students on these 

social network sites, Campus Counts allows you to save and upload students posts and images 

to the STUDENT VIEW page.  Share these with guidance counselor or parents with a simple 

email. 
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 Accept Confidential or Anonymous Reports: Things may happen outside of the school but 

their effect is clearly felt in its halls and classrooms. Encourage your student community to 

report concerns or assaults. With the Campus Counts Community portal, you can publish a 

simple web address and invite anyone in your community to report concerns or problems with 

students who attend your schools.  Reports can be accepted anonymously or you can require 

that the report-author provide a contact name and phone number (or email address).  With 

convenient integration with Facebook and Google single sign, anyone can use their existing 

Facebook or Google account to verify their identity.  Reports accepted from this portal page 

can be automatically routed to a case manager at the appropriate school.  Automatic receipts 

can go back to the report-author by email. 

 

 Record Action and Follow Up Steps. Did you call a student’s parents or exchange emails 

with them?  Did you send a student to the health clinic?  Every action taken by your or any 

member of the school’s team can be tracked and logged.  Set up actions for others and set due 

dates for them. Concerned about a student’s home life?  Trigger the CC system to send a 

message to a social worker or guidance counselor who can make the call to parents or 

guardians. 

 

Campus Counts is easy to use, very affordable and provides you with all the tools and resources you 

need for tracking and responding to concerning student behavior in your school and district-wide.  

Invite all stakeholders to take part in reporting and the leverage the tools and data you have to make 

your schools, safer, healthier places for all students! 

 

Campus Counts delivers the richest functionality at the best price. For a quote or to schedule a demo, 

please call us at 972.907.2221 or email us at customerservice@pavesystems.com. 


